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INTRODUCTION
This research on History Science by using Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is just amazing. It is proved now more than
ever before that this is a fantastic tool and means for correcting all History lines. All of sudden the True History
is being revealed and it is just resurrecting in front of us, like a miracle, I would say. However, this is far from
being any miracle. We just applied some very sophisticated knowledge that is able to dispel the darkness, and
under the brilliant spotlights of Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, all of sudden, deeply hidden enigmas and mysteries are
revealing their secrets.
Therefore, the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is that central figure now. Of course, to follow all these essays, it is good
that we know something about Vedic Astrology-Jyotish itself. Nevertheless, if this is not the case, no tragedy at
all. No tragedy and no need for panic. Just skip all Jyotish terms and explanations and follow the basic storyline.
This is one way to follow these essays. Another way to follow them more thoroughly is if you have someone
around you who is trained in Vedic Astrology-Jyotish. That could be a big blessing indeed. Because such experts
can deepen your understanding of any specific point of any essay, any point where Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is
applied to demystify certain deeply rooted illusions on our History. Indeed, in these dark centuries and
millenniums that we just left behind, it is as that we were sleeping deep winter sleep. We were kind of sleeping,
and layers and layers of false constructions have been built up upon original true values and original true story
flow of the History itself. That is the reason this process of revealing secrets, resolving enigmas and demystifying
the entire History, we call that sometimes … DECONSTRUCTING THE ILLUSION … By the way, this is a very proper
expression to be used. Because this is exactly what we are doing. We are removing sediments of calcified false
statements, layers, and layers of deviated and twisted historical facts, and what else we can do except calling
the Universe itself to help us to overcome the problem and to remove all illusions we could possibly have
involved ourselves in while passing through such Dark Age as Kali Yuga, the Iron Age was. Therefore, it is good
to have someone around who is skillful in such a precious knowledge as the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is.
Yet another way of following these essays on the higher level is to learn the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish itself. This
is an even better option. Today schools of Jyotish are available in every country, I would say. There are many
courses, shorter or longer ones, and some are even organized and structured on the level of several year
educational process, just like real schools and universities. However, today there are many online courses of
Vedic Astrology-Jyotish as well so that you even do not need to step out of your home, to leave your home for
learning and adopting such a precious knowledge. Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is a beautiful knowledge where one
can learn a lot about the own origins. We can learn how the Universe itself is being created and structured, and
what are the basic and even more profound natural laws behind the Universe itself. After all, we can easily learn
that in the Universe itself as well as in the entire Creation everything is so intimately interconnected so that
nothing is too less and nothing is too much. Everything is just exactly as it should be. We could easily cognize
that in such an almost perfect place, everything goes on, develops further up and evolves into something else
… in cycles. Nevertheless, the basis for cycles is a sinusoidal curve developed from the circle itself. Therefore, in
the core fabric of the entire Creation, we immediately recognize … the circling pattern. Just never-ending circles
that are spiraling up toward the point … toward the point where we actually do not see the end. Indeed, the
Evolution itself is just like … a never-ending story.
One more thing I would like to clarify now. Initially, I was using Standard Time (ST) for all calculations in casting
natal charts. Later on, I discovered that the use of Local Mean Time (LMT) is more practical and more accurate.
That means, while creating a natal chart and entering a birth time, it should be indicated that this is LMT. In that
case, the resulting chart and appropriate time are also given as an LMT. Local Mean Time is the time shown by
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sundial located there at that very spot. Before Standard Time was introduced, only LMT was used worldwide.
For older dates, it is more practical and more accurate to use this time, the LMT. I realized that only little after
initial charts were launched already and therefore was supposed to correct that at some stage so that all natal
charts in all my essays are tuned appropriately with LMT.
Regarding my Jyotish knowledge, well, I am still learning Jyotish, and I never claimed that my statements and
judgments are unmistakable. Mistakes are possible. My involvement in Jyotish, and how it all started, well, this
is a long story actually, and it belongs to some other frame. I am sure there will be a time and appropriate
occasion for exposing all these details as well. Just to make it short, it was a love at first sight. After all, who
wouldn’t be attracted to such a beautiful and powerful knowledge? Indeed, who wouldn’t be impressed with
this celestial knowledge? Nevertheless, there were different phases in my learning of Jyotish and some ups and
downs were introduced. In some moments I even did not know what to do with it, so I kept it in some sort of
standby mode. There were some phases of not improving very much, and it was more like sort of stagnating. I
had some other interests and focuses in my life. Therefore, for a long time my interest and research on True
History and learning Jyotish, they were going on in parallel and never touching. Then somehow the year 2014.
came, and something extraordinary had happened what inspired me to put these two things together. Ever
since many fantastic revelations surfaced, and along with I intensified to learn Jyotish, to fill up all holes and
gaps, and can say I improved drastically. Nevertheless, Jyotish is a huge field, and I am aware of some limits of
mine. I am forced to learn Jyotish selectively. What I want to say is that mistakes in my judgments are possible.
Therefore, I invite all those who consider themselves as experts to continue the research of mine, and to deepen
every point or topic I am covering so that even more sophisticated and even more profound picture would be
introduced. We are definitely in a position to define the new paradigm for the new civilization. All ignorance
from past times should be removed and dispelled so that the foundation for that new paradigm is based on true
knowledge entirely. The Truth is on the basis of the new paradigm. I am of opinion that as individuals, but as
one unique global culture, we cannot move forward toward our promised bright future without cleaning the
mess and all that trash we made for last several millenniums. O yes, there is a quite a rubbish accumulated all
over. And who is about to clean that? I have a feeling some of us are sharing an opinion … somebody else will
do that cleansing. They are expecting who knows whom to come and to clean all that mess. Is it fair to think
that way? Is it fair to expect that somebody else will do all necessary cleaning and cleansing of all mess we
produced? Well, I am not going to answer such questions right now. Instead, we could all possibly figure out
our own answers …
As I mentioned learning Jyotish, there is yet another thing. What I also want to emphasize is the point that I did
not invent anything new. I just opened one niche of Jyotish that was not used for a long time. I did reopen it
because for a long time it was simply out of use. Who knew about natal charts of Vishnu incarnations and how
to cast them? Who knew about the fact that these natal charts can be used to put all heavily messed up History
lines in proper order? Indeed, there were no schools where you could possibly learn all that. After all, Jyotish
was in a sort of slipping mode for a long time. It was in hiding for many centuries and even millenniums. Now,
this blessed moment has come that we reopen every niche of that beautiful knowledge which is just our shortcut
toward All-Knowingness. Indeed, Jyotish is the shortcut toward All-Knowingness. You start with innocent
learning of some very basic rules and finish in All-Knowingness. However, this is a long story, and we rather
continue some other time.
Quite often, I am mentioning the History, and perhaps it would be good to say a few words about as well. History
is very important. It is better to go carefully around of all those who claim that History is not important. O yes,
I am hearing such voices. They say we live in the present time; we do not care about past times, and we do not
deal with history that is totally unimportant. After all, they say, who is interested in what and how things were
happening once upon a time. Some others would also add that researching the history is just like having eyes
on the backside of our head, and who is looking backward, well, he doesn’t see where he is stepping … and so
… and so on. This is what they say. Well, I definitely cannot agree with such opinions. I would rather say that all
those who do not know where did they come from, they do not know where they need to go. The man without
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history is a lost man. History is important because of the future times, and especially now at this moment when
we are preoccupied so very much with the search on our true identity. Indeed, we are searching for an identity
on all levels. The quest for the true identity I can see all around us; on an individual level, family level and even
some more. We are searching for our true identity as individuals, but as a civilization as well. Even as a
civilization, we are asking ourselves how we came into existence and if we are alone in this vast Universe.
Therefore, not only that history is important. Actually, it is very important. Nevertheless, when I am talking
about History, I am basically thinking on … Vedic History …, on … True History ... Only from the Vedic History,
we can really learn something, but not from this false, manipulated and distorted history. They say that the
history is the teacher of life. Once again, this is definitely not referring to that history full of dirt and with layers
and layers of calcified sediments or false statements so that it produces one entirely unrealistic world full of
illusions.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magistra_vitae
Therefore, it is good to be remembered that the very famous saying …
Historia magistra vitae est – History is life’s teacher
… is related to the Vedic History, to the True History only. This is the History established by the basic Vedic
principle of thinking, speaking and living only the truth. After all, this is what Veda is all about … thinking,
speaking and leaving only the truth.
Thus, if you see or hear somebody is talking about the unimportance of the History, be sure that something is
not all right with such a person. Either he or she is ignorant entirely, or some murky ideas are in the mind. Or,
perhaps they do belong to that dark agenda of Goddess Kali …???
Must say though, once when we establish ourselves in the Unity, and along with the All-knowingness in our
possession, well, then perhaps we shall really not have any interest in History. Maybe than History will not be
so important. This is all true. Self-realized men and women established in Unity Consciousness, well, their reality
is entirely different from ours. They have no illusions of any kind anymore. They live in illusion free world, and
for them the past, present and future time, well, for them they all do converge into one point. They see
everything spontaneously and instantly, and they do not have illusions of separation from the Source. After all,
this is where we are all gravitating towards. Despite the fact it can take some time to achieve that goal, this is
all very close now. We are expecting tremendous changes, and all that will tune us with higher vibrational levels.
Nevertheless, this is the story for some other frame.
Well, the title of the topic of this essay is already telling everything about who will be in the focus this time.
Somehow, it happened, we are again in the field of Roman soldiers and worriers, and the mentioned one …
DIOCLETIAN … achieved the highest post, he became even the emperor. Nevertheless, his story is even more
controversial than the previous one Roman worrier and commander who became King Arthur. Indeed, this is
such a controversial topic, and we’ve just entered very slippery terrain so that in order to put everything in
proper place, we shall need some extraordinary skills and a lot of additional knowledge, plus many words, and
many new natal charts of very important historical figures.
Nevertheless, before that, before we even start with the main topic, it would be good to continue the story on
Good and Evil that we started last time.
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GOOD AND EVIL – Part Two
The story of Good and Evil that was opened in the previous essay is very complex indeed. Therefore, this
story is far from being finished. In order to bring out some new elements, that story will be continued in this
essay as well.
We saw that the basic principle for the game chosen to be played out in our part of the Galaxy, or our Universe
so to say, is the principle of Duality. The principle of opposite values is that what drives the Evolution. Therefore,
this is the game we play no matter what happens. This is our game. Nevertheless, there is one very important
remark to be done. The initial plan of the God for us was to live the Unity within the Duality. Unity within the
Duality, this is the formula for not having any illusions, for life in bliss and no suffering at all. This is where we
are entering into a discussion about higher states of consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness (CC), God
Consciousness (GC) and Unity Consciousness (UC). In fact, this is all a pretty long story, and I would recommend
readers to take the assistance of the Bhagavad Gita again. This is the unique Vedic text that is entirely timeless,
and capable to give us a proper orientation and very precious guidance even in our own time. Bhagavad Gita is
one of the most commented books of all times. Nevertheless, once again I would like to turn attention toward
the commentary on Bhagavad Gita of the wise man, and the great sage … Maharishi Mahesh Yogi …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maharishi_Mahesh_Yogi
This is very precious commentary indeed and there is a very specific reason for making such a suggestion. I was
already explaining this in some previous essays, but I will repeat it again. Hence, it was Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
who wrote this valuable commentary some 50 years ago, but it was also him in some previous incarnation when
he came as Veda Vyasa so that he was the one who dictated the original Bhagavad Gita and the entire
Mahabharata to be written down. Therefore, who could possibly have known more about all these events then
Saptarishi Vasishta himself who incarnates permanently as a great sage and prophet? Actually, we are already
very familiar with him. We saw him coming as Prophet John the Baptizer, like Zarathustra and Merlin, like Sage
Vasishta and Sage Manu, but as Jewish prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah as well. He is an extraordinarily valuable
part of precious evolutionary knowledge delivering, and his word is very important to listen. We shall be capable
to expose and announce his natal chart very soon as well; the Maharishi’s natal chart. Therefore, I suggest to all
spiritual seekers, and to all those who are about to become such ones, and to all those who are inclined to
achieve higher states of consciousness, to be focused on this commentary particularly. No doubts that other
commentaries have certain values as well, but it is better to listen to the story from its source.

Croatian translation of the commentary on Bhagavad Gita of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi published in 1992.
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https://www.mumpress.com/maharishi-books/maharishi-mahesh-yogi-on-the-bhagavad-gita-a-newtranslation-and-commentary-chapters-1-6.html
Thus, the initial plane of the Creator was that all beings, all his children, live in Unity enjoying eternal bliss and
All-knowingness. We have memory at such times, and we call it … the Eden … the Heaven on Earth.
Nevertheless, it happened that we cognized the Duality by taking the fruit of the Tree of Wisdom, and nothing
was the same anymore. The Evil was born to live within us parallel with the Good so that we have both principles
deeply embedded deep within us. We became polarized, and some will still be attached to the God, but some
will try to run away from him and to hide in some dark corners and deep shadowy niches. Ignorance and control
became their main theme while disguising became the standard method to deceive people so that performing
manipulations and obstructions is much easier.
We also saw that even Gods and Goddesses had divided among themselves, and they did join one of two clubs
so that the game itself can be played thoroughly. This is how the Solar Dynasty and the Lunar Dynasty were
born. Well, this is true, they are coming from the highest celestial level, but when playing this game they will
become bitter rivals and anemias, and quite often, they will not spear each other at all. Therefore, we shall see
Gods and Goddesses confronting each other so that they will even have their fights and their wars. This is
nothing new actually. Descriptions of such like clashes we saw in Vedas so many times. However, just to
mention, these fights of God and Goddesses are not because of themselves and for themselves. Actually, this is
reflecting the fact that they are just trying to help in evolution to all other beings. They are about to create the
stage for this endless play to go on.
In fact, this is something that we want to be focused on right now. We want to see how it all goes from the point
of view of Vedic Knowledge. I already have stated before that Veda is all about to find and to perceive the Truth.
The final and the ultimate Truth is the God himself, we know that, and we cognized that long ago. Therefore,
when we are established in Unity Consciousness or even God Consciousness, we are established in the highest
Truth, and we do not have a problem to perceive what is right and what is wrong. Nevertheless, let we consider
that we supposedly slip out from the Unity Consciousness and the God Consciousness, so what will happen
then? Well, the thing is that when we are going down in consciousness, very soon after falling from God
Consciousness, we shall find ourselves in the highly polarized field of the Dualistic world. This is where inclination
on the positive or negative side will occur. The power is still enormous, one is still about to use its own full
potential, but we do not know on which side he or she will turn on. It can be that they will continue to play a
good role and continue to work aligned with the God only. However, the opposite can happen as well. One can
turn away from the God and can say I have a free will. This is true, the free will is there, and still the full potential
of the Cosmic Consciousness, or what we call Enlightenment, is still there. So imagine now the situation when
some individuals of such like, with full power and full free will, imagine that such like individuals start to use all
that against the God. First thing, what they will do is that they will run away from the God himself. They will try
to find some dark niches to hide, and they will try to undermine all efforts of the God to return his children back
to Eden, back to Heaven on Earth. This is where the permanent struggle was created which lasts even today.
Therefore, kind of game will be developed where one side is trying to find the truth and slip back to Eden and
Heaven on Earth, while another side will try to hide the truth, and they will try to deprive Humanity of the
highest ideals, to live the life in Unity. We see actually that in this kind of game, it is all about to find the truth.
Nevertheless, the point is that once fallen from higher states of consciousness, we lost an ability to judge what
the truth is, and we even lost the ability to see what is right and what is wrong. Fine, God and Goddesses will
incarnate and they will try to help. However, the point is that they, Gods and Goddesses, cannot be permanently
incarnated, and after all, it is not for them to find the truth. Humans need to find the truth, their own truth;
every generation needs to find the appropriate personal truth. We need to find the truth. Then, how to solve
that problem of finding the truth. In fact, this is one so important question, and so far-reaching after all so that
we need to focus on that point carefully. Well, my research on Vedas and Vedic texts has shown that all those
involved in running the evolution story invented something else. They invented, better to say, they introduced
Suras and Asuras.
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In fact, in Veda and Vedic Literature, quite often, we find expressions like … Suras … and … Asuras … Well, I
already have mentioned that topic several times along with my essays, but that was not the time to expose the
story entirely. Now, in order to understand the Veda and the Vedic Literature thoroughly, we actually have to
expose the full story. Hence, who were, or better to say, who are Suras and Asuras? Again, we need to recall
the fact that this is all the game, the game where the principle of polarities was chosen. Therefore, for the game
to be played, we need two sides. One is supposed to have positive orientation and another the negative. This is
exactly what was done with Suras and Asuras.
Suras are godlike beings, deva-like beings, whose basic principle is …the light. They are moved by light, they
endower toward the light, and godlike activities are their basic motivation. They are very spiritual, and they do
embody the Vedic principle of ideal life in accord with natural laws when the truth is the only thing what is being
taught, spoken and done. In this sense, they are very creative, constructive and they represent genuine
generator of positive evolutionary achievements.
Nevertheless, due to dualistic nature of life, Suras have their counterpart in Asuras. They are also very spiritual
but in one very important detail, they will differ from the Suras. Hence, their inner charge, their inner polarity,
will be negative. That fact will have some very decisive effects on their mentality. Because of that, they will be
entirely opposite to the Suras. They will grasp the truth but only to the level, it can serve their aims. Due to that,
they will be ready to bend the truth according to daily needs. They are also very creative, but this is mostly
oriented and directed toward destruction. Above everything, they love a power, dominion, authority, and
control. In order to achieve all that they will not hesitate to connect with the utmost demonic forces. Not at all,
they will not hesitate even for the moment to cooperate with the demonic side. Therefore, dominion, authority,
and power, these are their main moving elements. Besides all that, they are very materialistic. It always happens
that Suras have something that Asuras are wishing to have so eagerly, like a nice countryside, sea, rivers or
lakes, or even mountains. Therefore, envy and jealousy will be an additional driving force of theirs, and they will
always try to find a way to grab such things form Suras. That means Asuras will always be malicious toward
Suras. They will always find an excuse for provoking Suras so that clashing, battles, and wars are inevitable.
We know about all that from the Vedic Literature itself. These are testimonials about ancient times when Suras
and Asuras had represented the axis for all other states and countries to be gathered around. It is around them
that eternal philosophical, moralistic and ethical clash of positive and negative forces is being played. In this
way, though antagonistically opposing each other, they go hand by hand through the ages. Of course, Cycles of
Yugas will help one side or another, depending upon the age they are passing through. They are pristine in
nature, and they never seas to exist, though they can undergo some renewal processes according to the
evolutionary situation in order to tune with Cycles of Yugas and dimensional flip that happens at the beginning
of every half-cycle. From time to time only, and especially in dark ages like Kali Yuga, the Iron Age, the knowledge
about Suras and Asuras could be somehow lost. In fact, this is the time of Asuras domination; they will mix up
with Suras, and they will twist and bend the reality and the paradigm itself on the way that many illusions are
created. They will be among us, just next to us, but we shall perhaps not recognize them. They will create reality
full of false values, declined from God, rivers, and lakes will be polluted, and not to mention the pollution of
food, water, and air, all basic requirements for healthy life in accord with natural laws. They will create illusion
all that is happening just accidentally. They will push God out of Science, and they will even create such a public
opinion that there is no God. Of course, if there is no God, there is no demon, and all such stories will become
just … conspiracy theories. In fact, this is the best way for a demon to hide. It does sound very familiar to us,
doesn’t it? It is as that I am describing our everyday reality. No doubt, Suras will have a very hard time along
with passing the Kali Yuga. Nevertheless, we are out of such age now, and we can witness ascending light so
things are changing rapidly. This is where ascend toward final light begins, toward the return of Sat Yuga, the
Golden Age when Suras and Asuras do understand that all is just an illusion, and they unify in the middle point
between positive and negative pole. They meet at the neutral point between two poles. They fully understand
that Duality is an illusion, only the Maya, all along with the seeming separation from the Source. At that moment,
they are already in God Consciousness and Unity Consciousness and this is where the Eden, the Heaven on Earth
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begins. Suras and Asuras are not needed anymore, but they will remain existing in some latent form because
the time will come again that they will be needed. Hence, this is how life on Earth is swinging from one extreme
to another, from the Golden Age to the Iron Age, in some never-ending cycles …
Now, the question which logically comes immediately is, how did they occur in our present cycle. This is a very
good question indeed. Here is the link that will partially explain everything. I say, only partially, because, some
lines of this text are not entirely true.
https://www.scribd.com/document/117872414/Sura-and-Asura-Origin
One of the best exposure of eternal play of Suras and Asuras in finding the truth, what I’ve ever seen, can be
found in Angkor Wat temple complex in Cambodia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angkor_Wat
This is bas-relief depicting exactly such like situation, where Suras and Asuras are pulling something, it does not
matter what is that right now, and each side is trying to take advantage. There is a referee there and this is
Vishnu himself. There are some other celestial being there as well, but it would take too long for the complete
explanation. The temple complex is dated to the 12th century, and the bas-relief is from the same time probably.
http://www.art-and-archaeology.com/seasia/angkorwat/reliefs/br09.html

The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6a/Awatoceanofmilk01__color_corrected.JPG/517px-Awatoceanofmilk01_-_color_corrected.JPG
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Hence, though Asuras according to their inner charge and polarization represent and reflect the negative pole,
by their own evolutionary role they are very positive. Moreover, they are needed very much and without them,
this game would not be possible at all. Their role is even more difficult, so to say. Because, though by polarity
they are negative, their ultimate goal is the same … the Enlightenment … higher states of consciousness, and
the unity with the God. Nevertheless, their role is to be the opposition to the Suras, and due to that, they are
quite often connected with negative forces.
That means Asuras are the corrective element for Suras, and vice versa. Because, depending on the standing
point of view, we can say that the opposite is true as well. Asuras a capable to use even the slightest sign of
carelessness, ignorance, and naivety of the Suras in order to pollute benefits for them. If they want something,
they will simply grab that, and they will not have any moralistic problem of doing so. All that forces Suras to be
alert, not to be fallen asleep, to be creative and not to violate natural laws, not to produce sins. Therefore, there
is the polarization in action. Otherwise, the Evolution force would be stacked very quickly, and this is what
nobody wants. Everybody wants to develop, to evolve, to become better and nicer in any sense of that word.
On such a way, the divine spark which once upon a time did separate from the Unity, after performing the
individual evolution will be reunited with that same Unity, and it will live in Unity. For that reason, the
relationship between Suras and Asuras is becoming to be of crucial importance, and they are both carefully
directed and channelized to perform their duties. They are never left alone, and there are many avataric figures
to perform that task. Suras and Asuras are not coming as one nation, though similarities will be there. It is better
to say they are the same project. They came to incarnate from entirely different heavenly regions, and they are
different in nature and mentality. Their similarity is only on a superficial level. They are entirely different indeed.
Therefore, we need to leave away all our prejudices about positive and negative. All stereotypes about positive
and negative should be abandoned. Duality is something that entirely preoccupies the Universe, like day and
night, light and darkness, warmth and cold, etc. Without one, we would not know what the other is. We can
extend that and we can expose it in terms of mathematics. Only the totally ignorant person would say that
negative numbers are bad. Negative numbers are the must because without them there will not be positive
numbers. Without negative numbers, we cannot understand imaginary numbers and complex numbers as well.
Without negative numbers, no any mathematic calculation could be performed. Without negative numbers, the
math would not exist at all.
Thus, in Duality, who can say what is negative and what is positive? Who can say what is good and what is bad,
and ultimately what is right and what is wrong? Who can say that in Duality? That is the reason we need Suras
and Asuras. We need them to find the truth. Every generation needs to find the own belonging truth.
Now, the question which logically comes immediately is, how did those Suras and Asuras occur in our present
cycle. This is a very good question indeed. To answer that question we need to return right to the very beginning
of this half-cycle of ours, some twelve thousand years before our time. We need to return to the first royal
family in Vedic terms, and that is the family of King Rishabhanatha. He had two wives. One wife was Yasasvati
Devi, Goddess Sarasvati incarnated, and they had a hundred children altogether; 99 sons and one daughter
named Brahmi. The eldest son of theirs was that famous Bharata, who became the great king and he united the
entire Indian subcontinent. It is better to say, almost the entire Indian subcontinent, because with another wife,
the Queen Sunanda who was incarnated Goddess Kali, Goddess Durga actually, King Rishabhanatha had only
one daughter named Sundari, and one son named Bahubali. This is the origin of the Solar Dynasty and the Lunar
Dynasty. Their mutual fight did start right at the beginning as they had been created. It happened that Bahubali,
as he was the son of Goddess Kali, he was the embodiment and the personification of the Evil, and he murdered
his brother King Bharata.
In fact, the legend has it that after Bharata had put all surrounding countries under control, he returned home
and he asked all his brothers to subordinate. In fact, all his brothers were also running their kingdoms after their
father resigned, and after he shared the entire huge kingdom among all sons. Under the instruction of the father
Rishabhanatha, who in the meanwhile went to live as a monk and was known in the literature as Sage Bhrigu
ever since they all accepted the Bharata as the highest authority. All brothers accepted Bharata except one, and
that one was Bahubali. The battle erupted, and after killing King Bharata, he established the kingdom of his own
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where he was carefully caressing the negative energy predominantly. We know that what we give attention that
will thrive, and therefore in that country, only souls from asuric regions of heaven started to incarnate and
populate the country. That was the origin of Asuras. Thus, what was very small and kind of isolated kingdom in
the very beginning, gradually step by step was becoming bigger and bigger. Knowledge and consciousness were
descending and that was giving fuel and fertile soil for Asuras to gradually take control. In the story of King
Rama, we see these Asuras around King Ravana, still in minority comparing to the entire Indian subcontinent.
Then, during the time of Krishna, we see Asuras as Kauravas, and Suras as Pandavas, in this famous but very
deadly war on the Kurukshetra Field. That was the time when Asuras already became bigger and stronger and
Krishna himself was supposed to intervene. We remember the conch shell he was blowing into. The Knowledge
was fading out, the cycle was going down even further on and in some time afterward, we shall see the Battle
of the ten kings and King Sudas. King Sudas had defeated ten united kings of asuric origin and he threw them
out of India. In fact, the thrown party will find their way to what is today Afghanistan and Iran. Ancient Persia
will be born there in some later stage … It seems that was based on asuric energy predominantly. And so on …
and so on … In fact, I can announce right now that this story, the story of … King Sudas … and the … Battle of
the Ten Kings … will be our next project. This is a very interesting story indeed.
The story of Bharata and Bahubali we can also partially follow from the link …
http://www.shrimad.com/Bharatbahubali.html
Not to be lazy, I’ve just played a little bit with natal charts, and guess what? Natal charts of all the mentioned
figures appeared. This is unbelievable indeed. For example, look at the natal chart of the incarnated Goddess
Saraswati. She was there as Queen Yasasvati Devi. She was born on March 20, 9978 B.C.E. at 6.49 PM LMT.
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The photo was taken from …
http://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-religions/saraswati-hindu-goddess-aesthetics-and-protector-universe-007671

In Veda, the Saraswati is Goddess of knowledge, music, learning, and wisdom. She is a very important deity. She
has beautiful swan as her vehicle. Peacock is there to remind on her moody nature probably. They say she
always occurs playing on Saraswati Vina, very famous musical instrument of Gandharvaveda …
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The photo was taken from … http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/exhibitions/display-musical-wonders-of-india/saraswati-vina/

As I was discussing already before, Queen Sunanda is an incarnation of Goddess Kali, the Goddess Durga. We
see that her natal chart is full of negative elements. Even though she is almost entirely overtaken by Shukra
graha, very beneficial graha, that graha-planet is in deep debilitation in almost all her incarnations and
appropriate natal charts. The same story is in this case of Queen Sunanda. That means she will expose
extraordinary beauty, attractiveness and many other qualities what Shukra is giving. Nevertheless, because of
debilitation, all relationships she is involved in are of a problematic nature, and she will be exposing a very dark
side of that Goddess Kali mentality. The wrath of Goddess Durga, this is how she is also being called. She is the
very appropriate mother of all Asuras. From the natal chart itself, we also see that her siblings are of a
problematic nature. Therefore, it seems, she comes from a problematic family. I mean moralistically doubtful
family …
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Queen Sunanda was born on August 15, 9967 B.C.E., exactly at 10.03 PM LMT. This timing is correct to the
level of a second almost.
Her son Bahubali is an incarnation of the Vedic God … Vishvakarman.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vishvakarman
Goddess Durga and God Vishvakarman, they are a celestial couple. We see them quite often, sometimes as
mother and son, sometimes as husband and wife, but sometimes as both at the same time. We are very familiar
with this devata because we saw him coming as Herod the Great and as Pharaoh of Egypt Amenhotep III, who
was the father of Amenhotep IV better known as Akhenaten. In the sequence of unbelievable transformations
throughout the same life, he was about to be Great Vizier ‘Abdiel, then Ay who became Pharaoh again, and then
as Moses, who was leading Jews out of Egypt.1 Unbelievable transformation indeed.

1) An interesting article under the title ... ‘Abdiel: Egyptian Vizier and “Servant of the God El”… about certain vizier who could possibly
be the link between Amenhotep III and Ay, and consequently with Moses, is available in BAR Magazine at the link …
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-eastern-world/abdiel-egyptian-vizier-servant-god-el-alainzivie/?mqsc=E3961676&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A6DZ70
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Nevertheless, he can play good roles as well. For example, we recall the great King Dasharatha the father of King
Rama. However, what will be seen in this essay, later on, he also embodied the Roman Emperor Constantine
the Great. However, he also embodied Bahubali, this naughty son of King Rishabhanatha, and the brother of
King Bharata.

The photo was taken from … https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vishwakarmaji.png

The following link will explain some interesting details about Bahubali, though, need to say, one should be very
careful because he was transformed to be a hero, even though he was entirely the negative figure. This is where
we again see some asuric propaganda remaining from the dark ages. This is also to be corrected, no doubt about
that.
https://www.scribd.com/doc/58752251/BAHUBALI-Biography
Bahubali was born on December 2, 9946 B.C.E. at 12.51 AM LMT in Vinita, what was just another name for the
Ayodhya. The natal chart is very interesting indeed. Two crucial points we recognize immediately. We see the
conjunction of Rahu with exalted Saturn in the third house. This is to say he will be good in fighting, in wrestling,
as some stories highlights. Another important point is planetary war in the tenth house, and especially between
Mangal and Budha, Mars and Mercury. In this case, Mars represents mother as the lord of the fourth house,
and Budha as lord of the eleventh represents older brother or older brothers. In this case, this is Bharata. That
means there were frictions and war between Bahubali’s mother and his elder brother Bharata. That is proved
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as a true fact as well. That means Bahubali was heavily under the influence of his mother, Queen Sunanda. We
can say it another way as well. Queen Sunanda, the incarnated Goddess Kali is the true origin of that huge crack
and division in the royal family of King Rishabhanatha.
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In fact, there is another point very closely connected with the Bahubali, and it is very necessary to mention it,
in order to clarify one very specific and disputable situation. Indeed, in one of the previous essays of mine, it
was when writing about Sage Bhrigu actually, that I’ve mentioned the fact how one of his sons became … the
Shukra. That is to say that one son of Sage Bhrigu became that famous graha-devata Shukra. Well, that
statement I did expose in my text because I did find it somewhere, but to be honest I did not understand the
full story at that time. At that time, the story about royal family was just at the beginning of decipherment, only
one natal chart, the natal chart of Sage Bhrigu existed, which turned to be King Rishabhanatha actually, and of
course, it was too early to comprehend everything. However, now when all appropriate natal charts are
available, and after we collected and put together many fragments of the same story, we can expose the full
picture. I had some doubts about the exposed statement of the origin of graha-devata Shukra at that time of
the sage Bhrigu. Graha-devata Shukra was supposed to be in existence long before the birth of any son of King
Rishabhanatha, long before our half-cycle of Yugas with 12.000 years as duration, and long before our entire
cycle with 24.000 years as duration. Graha-devata Shukra was created at the beginning of the Creation.
Therefore, such statement that one son of the King-Sage Bhrigu became God Shukra simply does not have any
foundation. Nevertheless, there is a connection of one son of the King Rishabhanatha with Shukra. The thing is
that Bahubali became … as the Shukra. In Vedic literature graha-devata, Shukra was known as the teacher, as
the Guru of Asuras. This is the connection. Indeed, one son of king Rishabhanatha, the Bahubali himself, became
the guru, leader, and king of the Asuras. He served as Shukra. Therefore, it is not that he became the grahadevata Shukra. Bahubali served as Shukra because he became the teacher of Asuras. Asuras also need a teacher,
a guru. In Vedic literature, we will find many such like cases where gurus of Suras and Asuras provoke each other
and fight each other heavily. Oo yes, they did fight each other on a grand scale. We shall see one such like
situation exactly in the next essay … King Sudas and the Battle of Ten Kings …
Therefore, just to conclude and to make this situation clear. One son of king Rishabhanatha, Bahubali himself,
did not become the graha-devata Shukra; he just served as Shukra, as the guru of Asuras. In fact, if we look on
the natal chart of Bahubali, we discover very strong Shukra in Shadbala and in Vimsopaka Bala, both. Thus, his
connection with Shukra Graha was strong. After all, he did not need to incarnate as Shukra graha-devata,
because he already was incarnated God Vishvakarman. Other sons of Sage Bhrigu could not become gurus of
Asuras, because they were all of Sura origin. They were children of God Vishnu and Goddess Saraswati.
This is how it all began. It began with intentional seeding of Good and Evil, with the formation of Suras and
Asuras, positive and negative wing of the same family. This is the story about Solar and Lunar Dynasties, and
how they were born. Suras and Asuras were created along with, and it was left to them to find the truth for
every generation. Many devatas will incarnate to play that game. Vishnu comes as the moderator and the final
referee.
It would be interesting to mention that both daughters of Rishabhanatha, … Brahmi … his daughter with Queen
Yasasvati Devi, and … Sundari … by the Queen Sunanda, they both accomplished very important missions.
Brahmi devoted to the scriptures and she became famous for inventing … Brahmi Script …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brahmi_script
The story about Brahmi Script is so extravagant indeed. Furthermore, it is found that Aramaic, as the ancestor
of Hebrew Language and Alphabet, and early Phoenician Alphabet, they are very closely related to Brahmi
Script. Scientists are trying to figure out when the contact between them was done, and they always somehow
presume that it was going from the Middle East toward India. This is very wrong presumption actually because
now we know that exactly the opposite is the truth. Jews as part of a Canaanite group of nations, together with
Phoenicians, they are migrants from Vedic India. Indeed, that was a track I was waiting for so long. I was writing
about that point extensively, and now we have direct proof. Now we finally have a clue about Indian origin of
Canaanites, Phoenicians, and Jews. Nevertheless, many scientists and researchers were united to deny that
direction. Only … James Prinsep … the one who deciphered Brahmi and Kharosthi, the offshoot of Brahmi Script
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used in Afghanistan and Pakistan area for a long time, only he claimed that Brahmi was the source for many
scripts including Aramaic and Phoenician.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Prinsep

The photo was taken from … https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brahmi_script

Another daughter of King Rishabhanatha, Sundari, she became famous because of her involvement with
mathematics. According to some sources, both daughters in certain stage became disciples of their father, King
Rishabhanatha alias Sage Bhrigu.
In mostly all versions of the story of King Rishabhanatha and his family that came to us, the role of Bahubali is
exaggerated. He is shown as a hero while the role of his brother Bharata was diminished. Not even to mention
that colossal monuments were erected in his honor, and to celebrate him. Not only that, actually it happened
that King Bharata was proclaimed as negative. Well, this is definitely saying something about all those who are
launching such tales. They even open the moralistic question why Bharata was asking other brothers to
subordinate to him. Actually, this is a very interesting question, and it would be good to deal with it. We need
to comprehend the complete situation. This is all happening just after the Big Flood, a huge chain of cataclysmic
events, which changed the image of Earth and life on it. It was all happening just about 12.000 years before our
time. Literally! I think we need to take the year 2020 and just to count exactly 12.000 years back so that we
came to 9980 B.C.E., and that was when all that was happening. There we shall find the moment when that big
cataclysm did happen. This is the family of great King Nabhi and his wife Marudevi. King Nabhi is our Noah, or
King Vaivasvata, or just simply … Sage Manu. King Rishabhanatha, after he had accomplished everything needed
in worldly life, he withdrew himself in ashram life, and he became a monk. Now we are talking about the Sage
Bhrigu. Nevertheless, his father Manu was still alive at that time. Manu lived a long life indeed, and his natal
chart is indicating that. He could have lived even for a few hundred years. Therefore, Sage Bhrigu and Sage
Manu worked together in the isolated place. There were so many things to be done in order to restore the
knowledge system. Remember, life on Earth was starting almost just like from zero, from nil. This is how Bhrigu
Jyotisha was born, Manu Samhita came to existence, most probably long lost Bhrigu Samhita as well, just as
many other works that surfaced along with; some survived and some not. The beginning of the famous library
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of natal charts and appropriate readings for so many people we should attach to the Sage Bhrigu as well. Sage
Bhrigu and Sage Manu, they knew the cycle is descending, knowledge is descending, and they also knew very
soon people will start to fall down from Unity, and even from God Consciousness, and they will find themselves
in the point when inner polarization will take place so that they will incline toward Good or toward Evil. Inclining
toward Good was not a problem. Problem could possibly be with an inclination toward Evil. For preserving
higher consciousness as longer as that was possible, and to delay further falling down in consciousness, they
wanted people to be gathered around positive ideas only. For that purpose, they needed to have an influence
on the people. This is where sort of control will begin. Forces of Light would imply the control for the purpose
of Good, and to share positive tendencies, to preserve decline in consciousness. There are many methods of
how to do that. Pyramids could be one answer for example. Yoga system and proper meditation another one.
The proper use of purified Sthapatyaveda with metallic Kalash on top of the house and Brahmastan as a freeway
for negative ions within the house, well, this is yet another way to preserve a high level of consciousness.
Therefore, they needed to have people under their influence in order to perform that. This is the reason that
Sage Manu and Sage Bhrigu gave advice to the King Bharata, their own descendent, to conquer the world, what
is to say to conquer the Indian subcontinent entirely, and to apply all these rules of preserving of the high level
of consciousness. They developed knowledge systems and applied very specific rules to accomplish this. King
Bharata had conquered the whole India; he returned and asked all his brothers to subordinate to him as well,
what was also the advice of sages Manu and Bhrigu. All brothers did so accept one. Only Bahubali went against
his brother Bharata. He did not go to Sage Bhrigu for additional explanations, what he was suggested to do
because he knew what would be the answer. Instead, he rose the question why Bharata is wishing his kingdom,
why is he so selfish, and he exposed his decision that he has the right to go along with his will. Fine, this is true,
he had his free will, but in this case, he was going against the evolutionary tendencies, against the Evolution
itself, and against the God himself. To be even more surprised, many contemporary commentaries allay with
Bahubali. To be even worse, they declared him as a first enlightened man in the history. But they are all wrong!
What a swindle again! Because, not only that Bahubali was not the first enlightened man, in fact, he was the
first to be fallen dawn from God Consciousness, and the first man to expose deep inner polarization. He was the
first to be inclined on negative side. Bahubali was a great gangster actually! “Ein Gangster Der Extraklasse!” Germans would say. He was the first gangster mind in the history of the Mankind. What a twist of the story!?
Now we see how ignorance and deviations of the true story can be deeply rooted. What a dramatic turnover!
This story is about to say something else. It is to say that within the Duality, both sides, Good and Evil, will try
to accomplish control over the society. Nevertheless, they will do that with the completely opposite intention.
Good people will try to increase the level of consciousness, with always-present tendency to preserve the Eden
or to restore the Eden, the Heaven on Earth, for eternal bliss and life in accord with natural laws. The other side,
the Evil, will try to do the opposite; they will try to undermine all efforts of the positive force. They will try to
keep the Humanity in ignorance, darkness, and stacked in the endless loop of the incarnation cycle. They will
entrap souls and force them to perform sins. Nevertheless, not to be forgotten, we always have a choice. The
choice is ours. We choose what and how all will be going on. Moreover, luckily, we are out of such dark ages
now.
After seeing all that, there is no surprise for me to find this story of King Bharata and Bahubali echoing in our
time as the tale of brothers Abel and Cain from the Old Testament.2 That will also give another one reflection.
That means that the creators of the Old Testament knew very well the story of Bharata and Bahubali. Oo yes,
they knew that story very well. After all, now after finding so many proofs and this is just another one, by the
way, now we know with great certainty that the Jews are direct descendants of Vedic Aryans who moved out
of India about 1900 - 1800 B.C.E. Well, that would conclude this part of the text with the discussion on Good
and Evil as second in the sequel. It is time to touch the main topic of this essay finally.
2) An article about Abel and Cain from BAR Magazine is available at the link … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/peoplecultures-in-the-bible/people-in-the-bible/cain-and-abel-in-thebible/?mqsc=E3961313&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Week%20in%20Review%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=
ZE8A6BZ70
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EMPEROR DIOCLETIAN

The photo was taken from …
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/af/Istanbul_-_Museo_archeol._-_Diocleziano_%28284-305_d.C.%29__Foto_G._Dall%27Orto_28-5-2006.jpg

Just as I closed and launched the previous essay on Lucius Artorius Castus and King Arthur, some new ideas
and discoveries about surfaced, and I would perhaps need to make a good extension. Nevertheless, that will
wait for some time, but in the meanwhile, I will expose some of these new discoveries just as an introduction
to this new story, the story of Roman Emperor Diocletian. In fact, we shall see that these two stories are
somehow connected. Of course, as we shall see very soon, they both started as just ordinary soldiers in the
Roman military service. Nevertheless, what is even more striking is the fact that they did occur almost at the
same spot … THE ROMAN PROVINCE ILLYRICUM …, and especially one part of it called … DALMATIA. It is wellestablished fact that Diocletian was born somewhere near the … Salona … what would be modern days … the
City of Split in Croatia.
Illyricum was a very important part of the entire Roman Empire. Even though there were many wars between
Illyrians and Romans, and many uprisings and rebellions later on, toward the end of the first century and
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especially in the second and third century, Illyricum became so very important that it functioned just as Rome
number two, especially Salona, its own capital. Not to mention that the Rome itself was easily decaying and
losing its own primate. Furthermore, those fierce warriors Dalmatians became the striking power within the
Roman Empire. Their cavalry was especially efficient, almost like dreadful.
In fact, we are not supposed to forget that Illyricum and Dalmatia, they were direct descendants of Illyrian
Trojans and the great Empire of Troy, which was proved as the first and the only post-Vedic culture in Europe.
After the fall of Troy, that capital of the entire empire was demolished and totally erased from the surface of
the Earth. Many tribes were expelled and resettled all over Europe, but some remained there, like Dalmatians
for instance, and after some time they recovered, and for a long time they did continue to exist under the name
… Illyria. One of the very famous leaders of that time was … Queen Teuta …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teuta
Romans who were in ascent, an after they just finished with Cartagena little before, they could not have
tolerated very often attacks of Illyrians on what they considered was their territory, and they launched several
campaigns in order to neutralize Illyrians. Many expeditions of Romans were unsuccessful, but they exposed
one very important feature, they exposed the capability to run long wars, and even to lose battles but to win
wars. After almost two hundred years of intensive waring, around year 168 B.C.E., Romans finally defeated
Illyrians, put them under their control, and formed the Roman province of Illyricum.
http://www.ancient-origins.net/history-famous-people/fierce-queen-illyrians-teuta-untameable-003126
http://www.messagetoeagle.com/first-known-ancient-palace-illyrian-kings-discovered-capital-queen-teuta/

The photo was taken from the YouTube clip … Who are the Illyrians … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Niw6r9LB8YU
It shows the Illyria just prior or about the big war with Romans. Supposedly, the Troyon war was about one thousand years earlier,
and therefore the region ruled by Illyrians was even bigger at that time.
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Very interesting map showing Illyricum and other neighboring provinces within the Roman Empire can be seen
on the map exposed below. The map came into existence around 1886, but according to ancient Roman’s maps.
The source is … Allgemeiner historischer Handatlas in 96 Karten mit erläuterndem Text Bielefeld, Velhagen &
Klasing 1886, S. 16. … and as an author, Gustav Droysen was mentioned.

The photo was taken from … https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Droysens_Hist_Handatlas_S16_Gallien.jpg

http://www.atlassen.info/atlassen/velhagen/droha01/droha01.html
Therefore, as we now have two possible appearances of Vishnu right there at the same spot, and as it will be
proved in some future essays, there are some indications for even some more appearances, so we have right to
think that possibly his entire line was moved just there to Illyria and Dalmatia. However, how could all that has
happened? Well, we saw that just some hundred or two hundred years before everything was happening in the
Jewish World. We saw Jesus occurring there in the royal family of King Herod the Great, and we saw the
secondary family of Jesus himself, where he and his twin brother Judah grew up. This is the family of Mather
Mary, and now we know she was accompanied by a Roman soldier named Pantera. They had six children of
their own, starting with James who was born in 3 B.C.E., and followed by five other brothers and sisters,
including Matthew-Matia who was born in 3 C.E. For other children of theirs we do not know much, but it seems
it is defined there were six of them all together, four sons and two daughters. Then, as I was discussing already
before, we cognized the destiny of that Roman soldier called Pantera. In some texts, it was found that his unit
was moved to Dalmatia itself during the big revolt and upraise there starting in 6 C.E. and lasting all until 9 C.E.
That was a huge revolt, which by the way provoked a huge Roman intervention. They moved 15 legions there
at that spot and an equal amount of auxiliary units. Considering the fact that one legion had consisted of about
five thousand soldiers, well, when calculating everything that would make about one hundred thousand Roman
soldiers have been temporarily moved to Dalmatia and placed there in order to accomplish the task of defeating
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rebels. Obviously, Pantera was one of them, he moved there with his unit, auxiliary archery cohort, which was
a stand-alone unit by the way. That means it was not belonging to any Legion.
Now, the most interesting and most intriguing part of this story is just about to occur.
As I am contemplating all these things deeply, an idea came what if this family of Jesus was not the secondary
one; what if this is the primary family lineage of him? This is where all of sudden it became crystal clear that
Roman soldier Pantera had transmitted the lineage to Dalmatia. For that purpose, either he had some more
children there in Dalmatia with some other woman, or at least one of kids he had with Mary, moved with him
to Dalmatia in 6 C.E. It is also plausible to think that this is the origin spot of that family itself, so that they already
had some relatives there as well. Well, as I was writing already before, I did accept an idea that Pantera was born
in Sidonia what was Phoenicia at that time. However, it is also becoming very interesting who was his father? I
am still of opinion that his father possibly could have been of Dalmatian origin. Very probably, that was some
slave originating from Dalmatia. Pantera was definitely born in the family of a slave. Pantera’s father was very
probably born in Dalmatia, and I am prone to believe he was taking part in some of the countless rebellions
Dalmats insurrected against Romans. It could have been at the time of Julius Caesar for example, during the Civil
War between him and Pompey. Interestingly, big cities like Salona and some other, who were Romanized
strongly, they allied with Caesar, while the countryside and that was a significant part, they allied and supported
Pompey. Cesareans even lost some battle there in Dalmatia. Of course, as Caesar finally won, I can imagine that
some revenge was taken and some people were enslaved. In fact, it was very easy to become a slave at that
time. Easy to become a slave, but so difficult to come out of such a situation. Countless rebellions always finished
with enslavements. No wonder that Pantera’s father could possibly have shared such a destiny. Furthermore, as
a slave or something similar, he finished in Sidonia where big recovery center for Roman veteran worriers was
established.
Well, while contemplating all that yet another idea flashed. In fact, there is yet another option. I was asking
myself what if this let's say a primary line of Jesus, or Vishnu, or whatsoever, what if that lineage never left Illyria.
I mean, it could easily be they just continued there even after the fall of Troy. In that case, they are just moving
the line temporarily on some other places, according to the need. Well, for now, let it be just as an option.
Perhaps some later revelations will shed more light on this situation. However, there is one legend among
Croatians, which could possibly make a favor to this statement. When Croats try to describe the beauty of their
land and country, they usually claim that God made this country for himself. Legends are legends; we shall see
later on how much there is a truth within.
In order to place about one hundred thousand Roman soldiers in relatively small space, they established several
big military compounds all over Illyria, especially in Dalmatia. Some of them remained there even after the
rebellion was crushed. Today three such places are known. One is … Burnum … near today's Zadar and Kistanje.
Then, there is a … Tilurium ..., near today's Trilj, and the third one is … Bilubium … near Imotski, all in Croatia.
This last one, the Bilubium, was the origin of the Lucius Artorius Castus, according to some sources, and therefore
I took coordinates of that place as his birthplace.
We saw that Roman warrior Pantera had finished his worldly life on the front line with Germanic tribes in 26 C.E.
It is very likely that his family, his Dalmatian wing let say so, was freed thanks to his military service. That means,
he could have accomplished one of the very important missions of his life, and that is to free him and his family
from slavery. That is how the next generation had a better start. Lucius Artorius Castus will start his military
carrier not from the lowest point actually. He was already trained to be centurion at the very beginning of his
mission, what will give him certain advantages to trace his way toward the top, and even to become the
commander and the governor of the province. He will also give necessary status to his family, and material
comforts, so to say. Then, within the same family, in the next generation, Diocletian will occur, starting his
military carrier even on a higher level so that in the final stage he will become … the Emperor.
https://www.ancient.eu/Diocletian/
Diocletian came in one very important moment for the entire Roman Empire. There was the extremely unstable
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situation for about forty years prior to him. Heavy wars were ragging. The Rome was passing through civil wars,
and it was just on the threshold of the collapse. Emperors were coming overnight, and disappearing … overnight.
The decay of Rome and the entire empire have already started. The entire era was called … The crisis of the
Third Century …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crisis_of_the_Third_Century
Diocletian came and accomplished long time desired peace and long-lasting peace after all. The progress was
enormous, and already during his life, he was celebrated as the … God. This is probably where even the very
name came out … Diocletian … DIO + CLES … THE KEY OF GOD …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diocletian
Diocletian was born near Salona in Dalmatia (Solin in modern Croatia), sometime around 244. His parents gave him the Greek name
Diocles, or possibly Diocles Valerius. The modern historian Timothy Barnes takes his official birthday, 22 December, as his actual
birthdate. Other historians are not so certain. Diocles' parents were of low status, and writers critical of him claimed that his father
was a scribe or a freedman of the senator Anullinus, or even that Diocles was a freedman himself. The first forty years of his life are
mostly obscure. The Byzantine chronicler Joannes Zonaras states that he was Dux Moesiae, a commander of forces on the
lower Danube. The often-unreliable Historia Augusta states that he served in Gaul, but this account is not corroborated by other
sources and is ignored by modern historians of the period. The first time Diocletian's whereabouts are accurately established, in 282,
he was made by the newly Emperor Carus commander of the Protectores domestici, the elite cavalry force directly attached to the
Imperial household – a post that earned him the honour of a consulship in 283. As such, he took part in Carus' subsequent Persian
campaign.

In finding the birthdate of Emperor Diocletian, I simply followed official info. Though must say, this is the very
controversial point as well. Scientists exposed the fact that Diocletian’s day of birth is not known, what a strange
statement is. Such a very important historical figure and they do not have any clue when he was born!? There is
only one scientist who came out with the date, though he was heavily criticized as not being right. His name is …
Timothy Barnes ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timothy_Barnes
He claimed that Diocletian was born on December 22, 244 C.E. That was my initial point of research. You hardly
can imagine my shock when did observe that this date actually is fitting so very well into the scheme of casting
natal charts of Vishnu. The Moon-Chandra is there in the ninth house, in the Utara Bhadra Nakshatra, exactly
where it should be for a charismatic righteous warrior. However, the Surya-Sun was not exalted, but it is in the
seventh house with the exalted Mars-Mangal, what makes sense. In this incarnation, he was not the son of the
king, in order to have the Surya-Sun firmly in the tenth house, and that he is about to inherit the kingdom. No,
in fact, in this incarnation he was about to earn his kingdom by being a warrior for a long time. He became an
emperor almost accidentally, they say. In fact, they say that how he became an emperor was never entirely
deciphered. Furthermore, there is one more very strong argument to accept that date as a valid. We also see
Jupiter and Saturn in their seventh aspect, what is to be considered as a Guru-Sani conjunction, though only to
a partial extension. Nevertheless, this is one very, very important point.
Fine, we leave the analysis for later on, and now it is important to note that this date of birth of Diocletian made
me very happy. Even the Atmakaraka has fallen nicely in the ninth of Navamsa, and everything seems as OK.
It is very important to consider the real birthplace of Emperor Diocletian as well. The fact is that he was probably
not born in Salona itself, as it was indicated on some places. That was just a very general assumption. However,
in order to have Dasha system of the natal chart tuned to the highest precision, it is very important to come as
closest as it is possible to the real place of birth, and the time of birth, of course. Then, and only then, the
resulting natal chart will be entirely consistent, and the dasha system will offer very precise timings of events.
In the city of the Split and local area, a long-lasting oral tradition includes many myths and legends about birth,
life, and death of Emperor Diocletian. Local tradition has it that he was probably born behind the Mosor
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mountain. Nevertheless, … Dr. Frane Bulic … and many other researchers and authors agree that Emperor
Diocletian was actually born in what is today the hill of Libovac and the village - Kučine, just above today's city
of Split, on the western slope of the Mosor Mountain, which looks directly toward the sea, some 150 meters
above the sea level. Well, the resulting natal chart with this location does not change a lot, but birth time does
change a little bit, and some changes on Dasha level may occur. This makes this natal chart even more consistent.
There is one more option mentioning that his birthplace is … Dioclea …, what is today Podgorica in Montenegro,
but I do not support such an idea. Only minority of experts are advocating this option. Actually, it happened that
only one ancient author mentioned this information, and it seems he was the closest to the time of Diocletian.
It seems to me this information was intentionally launched to make even more confusion, to make a smoke on
the personality of Emperor Diocletian. In fact, I checked that as well, and have seen that natal chart is not
changing a lot, but birth time can change and due to that Dasha system as well. I leave that for good Jyotish
experts to make experiments and confirm or completely reject this possibility.
So finally, let we imagine that there was a sundial at the very spot where Emperor Diocletian was born, just there
in front of the house itself. Let we also imagine that on the wall in the living room there was a clock tuned with
that sundial in front of the house. In that case, this wall clock would have shown exactly 6.31 PM when Diocletian
was born. That was little over 2 hours after sunset. It was December 22, the Winter Solstice, and the Sun was on
the lowest degree. Sun was not very strong what we can see from the chart as well.
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One point to verify this natal chart is the fact that his wife Prisca and daughter Galeria Valeria, they both turned
to Christianity. In the natal chart, we see the Shukra graha in the sixth house, indicating exactly that point. In his
natal chart, the Shukra represents the wife, but mother and at the same time. Finding Shukra there in the sixth
means exactly this that the wife became inimical to him in some way, or she will allay with his opponents and
enemies. Similar could have happened with the mother also. As soon I’ve noticed that placement of Shukra,
well that was just one additional point to say that everything is all right with this natal chart and with this birth
date.
In addition, Navamsa D-9 chart exposes many weaknesses, which will be reflecting in his later life. This chart
depicts the wife as well. Therefore, there are no doubts about this natal chart.
We are not to forget the fact that the time Emperor Diocletian occurred is the time when all ancient cultures
and civilizations went down and disappeared, or they were close to that point. Once again, we should recall the
table of yugas or world ages, which we have proved to be very precise actually. This table I will expose once
again …

Descending Yugas
Satya

11,501 BCE – 6701 BCE

Treta

6701 BCE – 3101 BCE

Dwapara

3101 BCE – 701 BCE

Kali

701 BCE – 499 AD

Ascending Yugas
Kali

499 AD – 1699 AD

Dwapara

1699 AD – 4099 AD

Treta

4099 AD – 7699 AD

Satya

7699 AD – 12,499 AD
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We see that the descending cycle was going on all until about 500 C.E. That means the ruling of Emperor
Diocletian did happen just about 200 years before the negative peak. Diocletian tried to preserve something
that is inevitably going to perish very soon. This time about ending of descending phase and starting of ascending
phase, right there around 500 C. E. was extremely sensitive. All old cultures from descending phase were about
to disappear. The destiny of the Roman Empire was cemented. Emperor Diocletian was just buying some time.
He was also buying some time for other things, mostly of spiritual nature. He was buying time for knowledge
seeded at the time of Jesus, seeded by Jesus and Prophet John the Baptizer, for not being destroyed
immediately. The extremely dark force was about to take the full control very soon, and he was just buying
some time for esoteric knowledge of highest spirituality, that will be known later on as Hermeticism, well, he
was just buying time for this knowledge to find its own way in free fall. As we remember from previous essays,
Jesus put everything in the free fall. Most probably, King Arthur was also helping this knowledge to fall freely
and to be spread on the very wide range all over Europe at that time. Emperor Diocletian just continued this
job. Nobody could stop further descend and final collapse of civilizations and knowledge. They knew very well,
the dark era of Middle age is coming. We know very well what kind of systems were created for destroying the
knowledge and all those who were connected with the spreading of the true knowledge. In fact, that was the
time the true knowledge went underground. The collapse of all ancient cultures about that time is very similar
what happened with all cultures and civilizations around the year 1177 B.C.E. Many ancient cultures collapsed,
with the Troy to be the last of them, and to declare the end of one era entirely.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1177_B.C.:_The_Year_Civilization_Collapsed
http://store.bib-arch.org/1177-BC-The-Year-Civilization-Collapsed/productinfo/9H4J3/
They say Diocletian’s reforms in recovering Roman Empire were enormous. He invented the Tetrarchy system
of ruling the Empire, after noticing that the country is simply too big to be ruled by one man. He introduced a
new tax system, trying to make it more just-full for all. By his monetary reforms, they say, he kept bankers away
from the pocket of people. His social reforms were enormous indeed, though not all reforms were very
successful and some were even abandoned very soon. Anyway, they say he recovered the Empire nicely and
prolonged its duration for about 150 years. Therefore, that was the mission of Emperor Diocletian.
Conflict with Christians should be monitored through the prism of the struggle of Good and Evil. He was
persecuting especially one very aggressive wing of the Christianity that took the name of Jesus as a brand, but
from inside they were his bitterest enemies. Emperor Diocletian was persecuting that branch of so-called
Christianity, which grabbed Jesus’ Movement and exterminated all true Christians. Emperor Diocletian was
fighting that dark force. After all, it seems to me, in the post-Diocletian era, the process of his demonization
started as soon he departed, his true deserving were minimized, many things were entirely erased, the entirely
negative connotation was given to him, and that was highly exaggerated.
Indeed, that very dark force in action, Goddess Kali in action, and her husband Vishvakarman, we shall see them
coming just after Emperor Diocletian. We shall see them as Emperor Constantine the great and as Empress
Helena. The fact is that nobody knows how Emperor Diocletian died and when exactly. Though, must say all last
versions of his departure are mentioning 311 C.E. and 312 C.E., what seems plausible to me considering the fact
that we shall find him in action just after about 30 years. He retired voluntarily in 305 C.E., and due to that, he
was the first Roman Emperor who abdicated. All emperors before Diocletian died in that function. On the
different way of course, but they died as emperors while on duty. Diocletian left the post voluntarily, and he
devoted his last years to the life in Salona, Spalato, and to what will be known as … the Diocletian’s Palace.
Now we turn our attention to these two murky characters who took power very soon, and who established that
system full of darkness. We have to mention them because this is so very important to understand the
Diocletian’s mission.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constantine_the_Great
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Constantine the Great was born on February 27, 272 C.E. at 3.58 PM LMT in Roman Naissus, in what is today
City of Niš in Serbia. When he took the power as Roman Emperor, he kept some achievements of Diocletian,
but not all. Very soon, just in 325 C.E., he opened the door for that one very murky branch of Christians
originating directly from the Paul-Saul, and by First Council in Nicaea, he proclaimed them as an official
Christianity. Of course, the Paul-Saul himself became the highest favored saint.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Council_of_Nicaea
Emperor Constantine sent his mother-wife Helena to visit Bethlehem and to find the place where Jesus was
born in order to build up the church there. She had gone there, and she recognized easily that place, the cave
where Jesus was born. After all, she, Empress Helena, was the mother of Jesus. She was that Queen Malthace
in just a few lives before. This is how the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem came into existence. This is how
the destiny for the World was cemented for a long time. Soon they will filter out all teachings about Jesus, and
they will proclaim so-called canonical gospels, while all others will become apocryphal, they will be declared as
being non-true. Nevertheless, the truth was not so easy to be suppressed. True stories about Jesus easily started
popping out. One of them was even claiming that Jesus did not finish on the cross, that he survived, and that he
continued his mission but on another way. Well, a respond from now already ruling and official Church Fathers
was not to be awaited for long. Immediately they introduced the cross and the so-called dying Jesus as an official
symbol of Christianity. All until that moment, the cross itself was a dreadful symbol for Roman torturing. It could
be easily taken as a symbol of death and endless suffering. But now, this symbol became the symbol of one
religion, and it was supposed to be on the wall in every house and in every home. And not only that. In order to
remind people that Jesus was killed on the cross, very soon they will implement big crosses with so-called dying
Jesus all over in the physical world. It was introduced on every crossroad, and every important place, and in the
center of every village no matter of how small it was. All that was just to remind people that Jesus did die on
the cross. The complete system of belief was based on the presumption that Jesus was murdered. Live Jesus
was a big problem for them actually. Live Jesus could have been a treat for the Church. Thus, such a system was
introduced that whoever was thinking a different way, well, very soon he or she did not think at all. Suppression,
terror, and horror became the living reality. This is the story of one religion born by the Goddess Kali and her
husband God Vishvakarman. What else could we expect from them? They used the cover of darkness for their
benefits entirely. What was initially started by Jesus himself was taken over and used for the biggest and the
cruelest suppression that was ever seen. And all in the name of Jesus, of course. This is the tragedy of Dark Age,
which luckily we left behind, and we do not need such systems anymore. They do belong to the History and to
the museums only.

The photo was taken from …
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ce/Rome-Capitole-StatueConstantin.jpg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helena_(empress)

The photo was taken from …
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3e/Elena_Colosseo_Rome_Italy.jpg/489pxElena_Colosseo_Rome_Italy.jpg

Please note the expression of sadness on the face of Empress Helena. This is because of the presence of the
Sani-Saturn in the second house, the house that represents the face and part of the head until forehead. She
was born on September 10, 247 C.E. at 6.44.41 AM LMT. The exact birthplace of Helena is not known therefore
some small fluctuation of planetary latitudes and longitudes are expected. In the natal chart, a very interesting
game we observe in the tenth and eleventh house where there is a big gathering of grahas, and in addition,
these two houses are in Vargottama Yoga by exchanging of rulers. Plus, the Shukra and the Guru, as two
29

functional malefic for this natal chart, they are in planetary war by sharing the same degree. Interestingly, the
same kind of situation with those two planets is repeated in the Navamsa chart. This is all to say that she became
the lover of her son.
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DIOCLETIAN’S PALACE
The Palace Diocletian built up near a small settlement at that time called … Spalato …, not far away from the
capital of the entire Illyria … the Salona … is something very special and it deserves the very extraordinary
attention. I was mentioning that Palace before occasionally in some other essays, and have touched this point
right in this essay very shortly though, nevertheless, it deserves much more space definitely. The thing is this is
the one and the only replica of the original and first Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem, which was ever done
throughout of the entire History. We know that the first Temple was destroyed by Babylonians in 586 B.C.E.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salona
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diocletian%27s_Palace
In fact, Diocletian’s Palace is not just an ordinary Palace, as they use to describe it. The thing is that all until
today its full function and purpose, they are not fully deciphered. There are still many enigmas about. Therefore,
we have many reasons to focus our attention exactly on that very extraordinary building.

The photo was taken from …
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/16/Diocletian%27s_Palace_%28original_appearance%29.jpg/1024pxDiocletian%27s_Palace_%28original_appearance%29.jpg

Salona of that time was a very prosperous city, heaving a tendency to become center number two of the entire
Empire, just after the Rome itself. After all, many emperors came exactly form that region of Illyricum …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illyrian_emperors
http://solin-info.com/en/attractions/monuments/amfiteatar/
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The photo was taken from … https://gohvarblog.com/2014/07/20/salona-the-ancient-capital-of-dalmatia/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Adam
https://www.total-croatia-news.com/split-history/8441-diocletian-in-london

http://kroatien.um.dk/en/activities/dygve/
https://www.ipu.hr/content/info/Ejnar-Dyggve_knjiga-sazetaka_2013.pdf
http://euroacademia.eu/presentation/great-dane-meets-dalmatian-ejnar-dyggve-and-the-creating-of-thecultural-crossroads-in-europe/
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CONCLUSION
There is no person in the world who can tell how exactly the transformation we are expecting in very near
future will be going on. However, one thing is for sure, we did not slide into the New Era innocently and in a
painless way as some sages, prophets and maharishis wanted we do slide into. It seems we are going more
turbulent way. That means, we did not slide into the Unity, as some wise men wanted that we do. That also
means we are not in Unity. However, if we are not in Unity, where are we then? … Well … it is not difficult to
conclude we are still deep within the Duality.
Duality has its own way of functioning; I’ve just elaborated that extensively. This is the basic principle of our
Galaxy … Polarity. There are always good people around, but those not so good as well. Almighty Lord gave free
will to everyone to join one of these two clubs. This clash of two polarities is what propels the Evolution.
Furthermore, the God does not care which one club somebody is joining to. Because both of these principles
are embedded in our minds. In our long evolution, we have all been good guys and bad guys or vice versa. This
is evolution, the process of learning. The God rather established another rule, and that is that nobody is
supposed to be Neutral. There is a saying that the hottest regions of the Hell are reserved for those who want
to stay neutral in the midst of big Humanity crisis. Therefore, everybody is supposed to choose the club
according to the wish and desire. Nobody can say I am neutral. Yes, there are exceptions. If you are a real yogi,
and if you leave your family, job and all worldly binding things and you go to the Himalayas or any other reclusive
place and stay there forever, this is something different. In such situations, it is considered you are out of the
collective consciousness of your country. Nevertheless, if you are not fully developed and not established in
higher states of consciousness, and you are violating natural laws, you do not have any right to say, I am innocent
and I am neutral. You need to find your Club! Even if you do a long yogi program including meditation. This is all
the same. There is no excuse! We all need to find our clubs! We all need to choose one club!
Nature of Duality is a permanent struggle and permanent fight on all levels. This is quite far from that famous
saying wise men were exposing so very much … Life is Bliss! … Anyway, this is our reality. Of course, life is bliss
for all those who are enlightened or established in Unity consciousness especially, and it is the serotonin, the
hormone of happiness, flowing in their veins and arteries in huge quantity. This is true. However, this is far from
the reality of all those who are not in such state of consciousness. Pretending that we are, or that we live,
something that is not our reality is very, very dangerous. This is a mood making, and this is where the world of
illusions and delusions starts. Therefore, life in Duality is a permanent struggle in searching the truth. We just
need to recall the Vedic Literature and to see that King Rama was fighting, Lord Krishna was fighting … avatars
of Vishnu before these two, like Parashurama … he was fighting … even Budha was fighting! … and even avatars
of Vishnu after Budha, like Persian king Cyrus the Great, like Alexander the Great from Greece, like Julius Caesar
from Rome, like Jesus Christ and Mohamed … they were all fighting indeed.3 Why on Earth to think that we are
exceptional? Is it because somebody said that we are exceptional and that perhaps we do not oblige to the
same rules? Whosoever said that either he is ignorant, or he is playing some games? Game of Thrones perhaps
…
Wise men, men of the highest wisdom, usually expose so many different aspects of the knowledge, and quite
often wrapped in different frames for use in different occasions. It is not necessary to mention that many of
these words are contradicting to each other. Today everybody is picking certain words and sayings of wise men
and framing them for their own programs. It is so easy; just take it out of the context, frame it nicely, and
everything will work exactly as you want; for good and for evil, for both. Therefore, many of these wise men
were not the man of truth. If they had applied the highest truth from the very beginning of their missions, well,
they possibly would not have lasted even for a few months. For sure, they would not have been possible to
continue their missions even for a few days. Such wise men are always measuring carefully what they can say
and what not to say. Their role is not to fight for the Truth; their role is always to prepare the stage, to tune the
3) Please see … Maharishi Mahesh Yogi on the Bhagavad Gita - A New Translation and Commentary, Chapters 1-6 … and note Verses
11-30 of Chapter II.
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existing paradigm of knowledge according to the level of consciousness that is entering the world. Because,
according to the newest cognitions about cycles of yugas, every moment different amount of energy and
consciousness is entering the Earth, sometimes going down … sometimes going up. Therefore, wise men who
are supposed to give the knowledge to both, to the good guys, but to the bad guys as well, they are just about
to prepare the stage for another step, and that is to find the appropriate level of truth. After departing of such
wise men, there are other laws of Nature activated. After their work, it is inevitably coming time to search for
the Truth in order to establish a new level of Truth within the New Paradigm. On such a way many wise men
occurred, usually of great Sage Vasishta incarnations, like John the Baptizer who was the teacher of Christ. Then,
there was the Plato, the great man of Greek Culture, who was the teacher of Aristotle and who was the teacher
of Alexander the Great. Then, just a little bit before we had Prophet Zarathustra within the great Persian Culture,
who was connected with King Cyrus the Great who established the Great Persian Empire. Therefore, there is
nothing new in History. Actually, all the time there is the same story repeating on and on. After setting up the
level of consciousness appropriately, there is a time to set up the level of Truth. Wise men came doing the first
step to prepare everything and then step two follows, to find the truth. Sage Vasishta is not just an ordinary
person in reincarnation cycle. He is coming from the angelic world. He is one of the Archangels … He is so great!
However, after him, it is always following another step, and that is … to find the Truth. This step can be proved
as even more delicate, and we have witnessed that this step has always been performed by Vishnu himself. As
we have noticed, he occurs, sometimes by whispering gently and silently: I AM THE TRUTH OF THE WORLD …
sometimes just by saying loudly … THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE! … However, sometimes, he was about to
trace the way for the Truth by sword and rifle. For example, there was a great and wise man Plato, who along
with his teacher Socrates and disciple Aristotle had shaped the culture and philosophy system of ancient Greece,
but there was King Alexander the Great who did the final shaping of that culture along with shaping the entire
world with his sword. Just with his sword. Killing? Well, we just need to recall what Krishna said to Arjuna while
preparing him for the battle on Kurukshetra Field. He told him they are dead already. They are dead by their
own actions … he said.4
Thus, along with the level of consciousness, every individual is characterized by polarity also. Wise men rarely
talk about that, they almost never talk about that. In a fact, that was not their job, neither their job nor their
responsibility and authority to deal with. Their job is to increase the level of consciousness and all their rhetoric
is adjusted to such like projects only. They are carefully avoiding talking about struggle, fighting, suffering ….
Because, in order to reduce negative principle in the collective consciousness, they are emphasizing only good
things and positive attitudes. During such periods, all other devatas are subordinated to such plans. Of course,
along with increased consciousness negative principle is going down. That was always so obvious after wise men
accomplished their missions. However, this time, as many times before as well, the job is not done completely!
We did not see any sliding into Unity neither in the ancient time of few thousand years nor recently. Not yet!
Unity means … NO POLARITY ... Consequently, because of this, there is a plan B involved. Plan B is the story of
the Duality and this inevitably involves some further polarization, all those who have been good so far, they are
becoming even better, and all those who have been bad they are even eviler, and in the certain point clash is
inevitable. This is Evolution. This is how the Evolution Force works in Duality.
This we can see all around us. In ages with a low level of consciousness, like this one we just left behind when
Bull of Dharma was standing on one leg only, or perhaps just now starting to use two legs maybe, there is only
25 % of the Truth established. Therefore, all that means the bad guys are predominating, and lies,
manipulations, false fabrications, and control … pollution and crime … all that is our daily reality. However, if we
want to enter the Golden Age that should be corrected. Moreover, who will correct this? Who will search for
the Truth? As I can see due to the process of polarization, the World is cracking in two blocks again, two big
4) Arjuna was afraid of committing sin by killing in the battle. Nevertheless, he was told by Lord Krishna that much bigger sin he would
commit by not joining the battle. Killing is a sin, this is true, but it seems, there are situations where such basic natural laws are overruled.
This is the situation when we need to fight for the true values and order in the Universe. After all, Krishna said, it is not you who will kill
them; they are already dead by their own actions. Please see … Maharishi Mahesh Yogi on the Bhagavad Gita - A New Translation and
Commentary, Chapters 1-6 … and note Verses 11-30 of Chapter II.
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fractions, Good and Bad Guys again, and Kurukshetra, the battlefield of life can start again. Just as it was before.
Nothing new!
Nevertheless, along with this present situation, along with this ascension toward the higher dimension, we have
one additional very extraordinary momentum. THE GAME IS OVER! What does that mean? That means that we
are reaching the point in evolution where we are inevitably going up on the vibratory level, sort of density
uplifting. We shall be ascended from third density to fifth. Dwapara Yuga of ascending cycle. Dwapara Yuga of
the Fifth Dimension, it sounds so good. We shall be shifted into UNITY! This is a huge and tremendous change.
Golden Age is coming anyway. Nevertheless, this is not an instant change. According to my opinion, it will
probably take a few decades more to clean everything, and along with some turbulence, the World will settle
in the New Age, the time when the Truth and Knowledge will be predominating. However, until that moment
Good Boys need to prove they are ready to overcome evil forces, the force of darkness. My personal opinion is
that Good people are strong enough to take over the leading position. After all, in this new cycle, there is no
place for bad guys. We want to thank them for helping us in our evolution, and this is all that we can do for
them.
Golden Age is nothing exceptional, actually. Or, it is exceptional! It is not here because somebody proclaimed
it. Somebody perhaps did proclaim it because he was aware of some deeper functioning of natural laws. This
change is very strongly indicated by knowing how cycles of ages, how cycles of yugas are functioning.
Unfortunately, even that was so deeply hidden so far. In some of my previous essays, I wrote about cycles of
yugas, where it is very clearly indicated that within a cycle of 24.000 years there are two points, exactly about
12.000 years distant from each other. In their nature, these two points are very cataclysmic. This is when
Humanity is going dimensionally up and down. All remnants of past civilization are being cleared up, and set up
for new civilization is being done. In many cases, old continents are going underwater, and new are springing
up. This is the story of cycles of yugas, cycles of world ages. This is the story of Evolution.
Now, as a real concluding part of this essay, I would like to mention something else. It is not strongly connected
with the topic, but at the same time, it is connected. It is about wines, grapes and vines, especially one very
particular brand very popular in USA and California. This is all about … Zinfandel …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinfandel
There was a long quest in the USA and worldwide in finding the true ancestor and origin point of this very famous
grape and vine. It took some time indeed, and the complete search was entitled … the Zinquest … Well, it would
be hard to believe probably, but the origin was found to be exactly there in Croatian Dalmatia. Most probably,
many would be surprised by that fact. In fact, the quest was more like a real thriller; romantic thriller, they say.
https://www.jancisrobinson.com/learn/grape-varieties/red/zinfandel
Just to make the story short, it was discovered that Zinfandel has an origin in Dalmatian sort … Pribidrag … or,
it is also called … Kastela’s red - The red grape from Kastela … Because, the origin was narrowed down to the
one certain spot, to the … Kastela … cluster of settlements. There are seven of them, and all are caring the same
name in the root, while only extensions are different.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ka%C5%A1tela
Nevertheless, it was also discovered that the same sort is the ancestor to … Primitivo … vine from south of Italy
and another descendant is found in the Republic of Macedonia, and in Montenegro, under the name …
Kratoshia vine …
https://exoticwinetravel.com/tribidrag-crljenak-kastelanski-zinfandel/
What a stunning revelation!
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No doubt, this is very ancient sort of grape and vine, and that means only one thing, it was there during the time
of all those ancient great historical figures we are discussing along with this serial of essays. We will call it
Zinfandel further on, just for not mixing too much of names, and not to make confusion. Then, this is the origin
of another dramatic conclusion, and that is that Zinfandel was used by great Hector of Troy and his wife great
Andromache. Zinfandel was used by the king, mathematician and astrologer Alexander the great as well. King
Arthur and Queen Guinevere were also enjoying it, and they had it on their table even in Britain very probably.
Not to mention that even Emperor Diocletian was enjoying it very much as well. Because the fact is that the
origin of the Zinfandel was found just a few kilometers of distance from his birthplace. In ancient time, there
were no many sorts like today, and it seems this one was dominant all over the Illyrian world. Later on, it came
almost to be extinct there in Dalmatia, due to the hard attack of Phylloxera especially in 20-ties of the twentieth
century. That was a very dangerous disease that destroyed many vineyards in the Mediterranean area. It was
almost just as that only one single unit remained there on the source while it was finally discovered. As the story
broke out, immediately they started with the renewing of that sort, and now it is widely in use again.
There is a beautiful documentary on the story told by main actors of the research. This is the production of the
Croatian National TV – HRT. The documentary was basically done for Croatia, but there are many speakers who
speak their stories in English with subtitle in Croatian. This is to say that everybody can follow this documentary
easily …
https://hrti.hrt.hr/video/show/4698889/dossier-zinfandel-dokumentarni-film
The trailer is available at … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Yq1Tz4I2zA
… and the full DVD adjusted for USA market and English speaking people is available at the following link …
https://shop.grgich.com/SHOP.AMS?LEVEL=BOT&PART=9DVD
What a story indeed! If Americans and Californians were searching for history and historicity, well they have it
now. They can be proud that Zinfandel was used by all those very ancient kings and historical figures. It is like a
romantic thriller indeed!
I will be free to add something else. Just to mention like a curiosity, though this is my personal story entirely,
that I had some connection with this vine as well. As a young man, in my early twenties, the Destiny directed
me for some terrain work in what is today the Republic of Macedonia. I was traveling and enjoying the entire
region, but never had enough time to enjoy all beauties and attractiveness. One would even not have enough
words to describe everything. It was really like a magic. Now, as I cognized deep historical, spiritual and even
esoteric roots of Macedonia, well, one does not have any other choice than to fall in love with it. Just to continue
the story, we encountered local people, and we could never have been thankful enough because of their
hospitality and friendliness. Of course, the first thing they did along with all our meetings was to offer us the …
Kratoshia vine … very famous local brand, which is actually Zinfandel. Therefore, though it was not available in
Croatia for some time, I did enjoy that sort of vine very much in my young days. The Fate wanted that I was
visiting the Republic of Macedonia for few continues years, early 80-is of the twentieth century. Memories are
still very sharp as that it happened yesterday.
Indeed, this is just mentioned as a curiosity, though it does not have any other connection with the story.
However, it could possibly have a connection with the story about polarities, and even with the story of Suras
and Asuras. Hence, today we use to say that a glass of good wine is part of the meal. They say, only one glass,
to be precise entirely. I am sure those ancient people knew how to enjoy genuine natural things, not artificial,
as we are doing today. In fact, it seems to me we are underestimating them very much. Perhaps we just need
to become as they were, and to use great treasury of spiritual knowledge just as they did. Indeed, they shared
great knowledge. As we know the true story of Cycles of Yugas now, it is not surprising to reveal that as we go
further back in time, we discover greater knowledge. What a dramatic turnover indeed!
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Thus, only one glass of vine. Nevertheless, now as the knowledge is ascending and we are marching toward the
Age of Enlightenment, it would be useful to mention another part of the story of the vine. The very general story
of the vine. There is a Vedic story behind. There is always some Vedic story behind everything. Hence, if we want
to be honest entirely, the vine was a drink of Asuras in Vedic Times. Suras did not like it because it was entering
into a delusional state of consciousness, what Suras hated more than anything else. Suras had their own drink,
which was called … the Soma …
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soma_(drink)
Soma is a drink used in ancient India, in the (Vedic) culture. It is written of in the Vedas, in which there are many hymns praising it.
It was probably a juice made from a hallucinogenic mountain plant. In the Vedas, Soma is both the sacred drink and also a god (deva).
It is not known for sure what Soma actually was.
Soma is like the Greek drink, ambrosia. It is also called amrita. It is what the gods drink, and what made them gods. Indra and Agni are
known for drinking a lot of Soma. Mortals also drink it, giving then visions that are thought to be divine. The Rig-Veda (8.48) states,
"We have drunk the Soma; we have become immortal; we have gone to the light; we have found the gods." The Ninth Mandala of
the Rig Veda is known as the Soma Mandala. It is mostly hymns to Soma.

Interestingly, the knowledge about Soma vanished entirely. Maybe it is time to be revealed again.
Regarding Suras and Zinfandel, well, previously mentioned cognition about Soma, does not necessarily mean
that Zinfandel should be abandoned entirely. The thing is that the grape can be used just as a fruit. After all,
that was exactly how it was initially used for few decades in USA and California before it was discovered that
good vine could be done out of it.

The End
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More to read from the same author in the series …
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